
 

Essential Clothing

walking boots & socks Boots must be comfortable and well fitting, providing good ankle support 
and have a treaded sole which will grip on rock and grass.  Quality 
walking socks (merino wool) will make for a more comfortable day.  
Gaiters may be advisable depending on the conditions underfoot.

base layer Should be able to wick away perspiration.  Avoid cotton t-shirts.

walking trousers Comfortable walking trousers or leggings.  Not jeans.

warm layers x 2 Mid layer top & a warmer insulating layer, such as a fleece or synthetic 
jacket.

warm hat & gloves Extremities can get cold on summits even in summer conditions.

waterproof jacket Ideally a breathable waterproof fabric (eg Gore-Tex) fitted with a hood.

waterproof trousers Sized to fit over trousers and able to put on without removing boots.

Essential Equipment

rucksack & liner Around 35 litre capacity, with a waist belt.  Liner to keep contents dry.

water bottle Minimum capacity of one litre.  Additional flask of hot drink if desired.

food Ample food for the day + some spare rations.  Include high energy 
snacks.

personal first aid kit Any prescribed medication, blister treatment, plasters.

headtorch, whistle & 
emergency bivouac bag

I can provide these.  For use in the highly unlikely event of becoming 
separated from the party in poor visibility.

Optional Extras

map, compass & map case Your guide will be navigating, but bring a map and compass if you wish. 
Ordnance Survey Landranger 1:50,000 or Harvey Ultramap 1:40,000 
series maps and a Silva type 4 compass are best for navigation in the 
Scottish hills. 

sunhat, sunglasses & sun cream We live in hope.

gaiters Depending on conditions underfoot; not required in hot, dry conditions.

walking poles You may find poles helpful, particularly when descending.

midge repellant I find Smidge to be highly effective.

binoculars Your guide will have a pair which you are welcome to use.

camera / mobile phone In a dry bag on wet days.
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Summer Hill Walking 
Kit List 
The clothing and equipment listed below will help ensure your safety and comfort 
whilst participating in a guided trip.  I have a limited supply of spare outer clothing 
and equipment; just ask in advance if you need to borrow anything.  If you turn up on 
the day missing any essential items you will not be able to participate if the guide 
deems that to do so would jeopardise the safety of yourself or the other participants.
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